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Diesel Engine Motor.com is for anyone who is buying or selling Mercedes engines. If you are looking for new, used, rebuilt, or remanufactured Mercedes engines or just parts for your own Mercedes engine repairs, this site is for you. ...

OM 442 Diesel: 460 @ 2,100 RPM: V 8: Call for Price: Marine: Yes: 0: Turkey 2877: Good: 837 BA Diesel: 660 ...

Mercedes Diesel Engines For Sale - DieselEngineMotor.Com


Search Results for Mercedes om 460 la Engine Assembly for ...

(USED) Mercedes MBE4000 Warranty: 180 Day Parts and Labor Assembly#: OM 460 LA Serial#: 460.975 U 0901645 Horsepower: 450 MBE4000, 450 HP, W/JAKES, MILES - 298,326 BEARINGS INSPECTED Condition Used

Mercedes-Benz Engines For Sale | MyLittleSalesman.com

Both were 03-05 model OM460 435hp engines that lost their prime due to a pin hole leak in the fuel supply line coming out of the filter going into the pump. You have to remove the alternator and bracket to get access (Mercedes) to verify if the leak isn't that apparent. One had a pinhole, the other had a leaking copper gasket on the inboard ...

0 4 freightliner w Mercedes no start | Heavy Equipment Forums

Mercedes Benz MB460 Diesel Engine In-frame Overhaul Rebuild Kit | Pistons . Liners . Ring-sets . Bearings . Gaskets & more